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Introduction

The maintenance of small animal body temperatures during and especially post 
surgery has always been a matter for concern.  Whilst under anaesthetic, the animal’s 
body temperature can drop and this can lead to the loss of life.  It also leads to work 
having to be repeated using additional animals.  Heat pads were introduced to 
alleviate this and became widely used.  However, it was noted that direct heat was 
difficult to regulate and animals often became too hot, were not warm enough or were 
only at the correct temperature in places.  

More recently, the Thermacage was introduced.  The principle of the Thermacage is 
that warm air is circulated at a defined temperature throughout an animal holding 
chamber.  The original models were cumbersome and improvements were made to 
reduce the size.  The original mini-thermacage has been available in the UK market 
since 1997 and with over 90 units sold so far, it has proved a very successful product.

Whilst the mini-thermacage has been and continues to be an efficient, reliable and 
well received product, we took the opportunity to see whether it could be improved.  
Discussions were held with a number of previous customers including a prestigious UK 
university and also a pharmaceutical facility who independently tested the original 
model and made recommendations as set out in this poster.  The areas we asked our 
research partners to review were:

• Animal welfare considerations
• Heat distribution throughout the unit
• User friendliness

Their findings were reviewed in house and we were pleased to find that there were no 
major changes recommended.  Of the changes suggested nearly all were acted upon 
and when the modified unit was tested, the improvements were clear to see.  This 
poster aims to review the process, discuss the modifications and cover the launch of 
the new product.

Original Specification 

The original mini-thermacage, Figure 1. had a range of features as detailed below.  
These were carried over to the new improved version, but with improvements as 
recommended by our clients.
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Modifications

We surveyed at random, a selection of mini-thermacage users and asked them their opinion of the current unit and 

also how they felt it could be improved.  From their responses, we addressed the issues raised with our 

engineering team and responded accordingly.

“In general, the unit is very good...however, it would be beneficial to CE mark the unit”
Full electrical testing (PAT testing) has always been carried out before release but now the unit design has been  CE 

tested and CE  marking is standard.

“the closures of each compartment can be noisy and this can cause the animals to be startled on 
occasion”
The mini-thermacage has been designed specifically to be used with most ventilated tables, the front access 

panels have tension sprung closing lids.  The springs have been carefully designed to give enough closing tension 

to keep the animal inside the box but allow the end user easy access and maintain animal comfort on entry/exit.  

The lids have a bull nose on the front edge again for animal/user comfort on entry/exit.   In response to the 

comments made they also now have a soft recessed pad inserted into the lid. We found the animals were indeed 

sometimes shocked when the lid sprung closed and so to eliminate this problem we cushioned the access panel.  

It was found that by including this simple damper pad (see figure 6.), the noise produced by the door shutting is 

reduced by up to 15 decibels.

“Part of the flexibility of this unit which we like is the option to have either 2, 3 or 4 individual animal 
enclosures.  We often work with rats and have only 2 compartments.  There are still 4 doors and so 2 
need to be held open to get full access.”
We discussed with our engineers the option of having a 4 door and a 2 door model of the mini-thermacage but 

came to the conclusion that this would detract from its flexibility.  As with many of the best ideas, the solution was 

simple.  The New mini-thermacage now has locks added (see figure 7.) to allow the user to switch simply between 

2, 3 or 4 doors depending on their requirements.

“Our in-use test indicated that the original model shows some unequal heat distribution which is a 
potential concern, especially for animals recovering from anaesthesia.”

Table 1. shows widely accepted data on expected and optimal rodent body temperatures.

New Model Launch

Having acted on client feedback and made modifications, we had the New 
mini-thermacage put on test at two labs in the UK prior to its launch.  We wanted to see 
that the modifications had the expected and desired impact and that the product 
remained financially viable.

The best method of launching the new product was reviewed in house and the following 
product launch activities were undertaken:

• Feb-Apr 2010 – in house testing of unit, pharmaceutical testing of unit, academic
   testing of unit
• May 2010 – e-mailer sent to client base offering trials of new unit
• June 2010 – New mini-thermacage available to purchase

Conclusion

By surveying users and acting upon client feedback we believe that we have a product 
which not only is more user friendly for the researcher, but offers the animals a less 
stressful environment for recovery following procedure or preparation for blood 
sampling.  The refinements improve animal welfare and the accurate temperature and 
even airflow can reduce the loss of animals post surgery.  This in turn can lead to a 
potential reduction in animal numbers required.

Graph A. shows the in use temperature distribution results for the original and improved mini-thermacages. The 

results show considerable improvement in even heat distribution and temperature control.  This improvement can 

be attributed to the development of the air diffuser which is shown in Figure 4.   The diffuser provides a balanced 

heat flow between all the compartments and maintains 0.175% heat tolerance between the compartments.  9 out 

of 10 cages tested have equal 35 degree temperature across all compartments with the occasional 0.5 degree of 

difference.  The comparative airflows can be seen in Figure 5.

Bespoke heater elements are used in the mini-thermacage, as standard heater assemblies are too hot for this 

application.  A standard element is rewired to add resistance and therefore reduce the temperature outputted from 

the heater.  This in turn allows a smoother flow of lower heat which is more comfortable for the animals.  The WEST 

controller (figure 3.) works in conjunction with the heater and incorporates an easy tune feature; this P.I.D. 

controller has a simplified user interface and automatic tuning.   The controller calculates the fluctuation in 

temperature extremely accurately and smoothes out any deviation in temperature.

Introducing mini-thermacage - the advanced animal
warming system with the smaller footprint.

This top quality warming cabinet has been designed for use with
IVC units where space is at a premium. Its precision temperature
control, simple to use 3 step instructions and easy animal access,
make it the perfect solution to post-operative care and blood
taking procedures.

Small footprint - 320mm W, 400mm L, only 150mm H (300mm H 
     with heat unit).

Integrated    - P.I.D controller, easy adjustment and 3 step 
     operation.

Accurate    - precise temperature calibration with test
     certification.

Easy access    - high front, spring loaded, hinged access doors for
      animal security.

Removable    - the dividers provide 4, 3 or 2 compartment
     configurations.

Easy clean     - removable heat unit makes cleaning and relocation
     easy.

Transparent    - clear easy-view end panels and animal friendly
     translucent dividers.

Reliable     - simple, efficient and robust design with 12 months
      manufacturers warranty.

Specification    - 180w heat unit, plug and 3m mains lead. PAT
     (Portable Appliance Tested) & conforms with Health
     & Safety and Electricity at Work regulations and 
     ISO standards. 1-100°C temperature scale accurate
     to +/- 3%, calibrated/certified with 12 month 
     warranty.

Also available, the Thermacage Standard features a 500w
heat unit and is designed for larger rodent recovery
procedures, where space-saving is not as critical. It offers
similar specifications, with much larger convalescing
compartments.

Modification Beneficial Effect Impact on animal/researcher

Sound damper pad on lid Noise reduction on closure Reduces stress for animal

Catches to enable lid
section locking

Enable one-handed operation
in all configurations

Easy interchange between
2,3 or 4 compartment doors

Addition of new diffuser Greater comfort and safety for 
the animal

Improved heat flow balance

Species Core body temp (rectal) Optimal surgical recovery

Mouse 38-39oC 25-30oC

Rat 25-30oC

Optimal temp for tail bleed (N3CR data)

39-40oC

39-40oC36-40oC

Optimal Rodent Body Temperatures.Table 1.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Door Damper

Damper pad can reduce noise levels by
up to 15dB
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Locking Door Catch

The door catch offers 2, 3 or 4 door 
flexibility
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Figure 6. Figure 7.

Figure 5.

Comparative Airflow Models

Table 2.
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small animal warming cabinet
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